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MATLAB Job Submission on Alfahd 



 

Step1: Download the integration files zip folder. After unzipping it copy all the files to 

location “ C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2018a\toolbox\local ” where Matlab installation 

files are present and paste it. 
 

 
 

 



Step2: Now you have to connect your MATLAB session to the Alfahd cluster you’re your 

user details using below command “configCluster” as shown below. The activity in first 

two steps is needed only once, later on you may skip directly to step-3. 

 

Step3: Now you have to define connection parameter “c”  to connect your MATLAB 

session to the Alfahd cluster using below command “c = parcluster” as shown below. 

 



For more details about parcluster type “doc parcluster” at command, prompt. 

 

Step4: You can now submit your job using connection parameter handle to batch 

command as show below,  

eg:  j = c.batch('MainProgramName', 'Pool', 63, 'CurrentFolder', '.', 'AutoAddClientPath',false)  

In above command 'Pool', 63 will start 64 parallel MATLAB workers i.e. (63+1 Manager Worker) 

that will parallelize any of your parfor loops or similar part in the code. 

 



When prompted for an identity file in User Credentials prompt select ‘No’ and enter your 

password as below: 

 

 



Then your job is submitted on the Alfahd cluster whose details are furnished in the 
command prompt with its status. You can then monitor the status of your jobs, see 
command prompt outputs on cluster, download results once job is done and have a 
glance at list of jobs on the cluster using commands:  j.State , j.diary, j.fetchoutputs{:} &  
c.Jobs respectively, as shown below. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

j.fetchoutputs{:}  is used to retrieve function output arguments; if using batch with a 

script, use j.load instead.   Data that has been written to files on the cluster will be 

retrieved/downloaded directly from the file system once j.load is executed. 

 



 

When submitting jobs, with multiple tasks, you will have to specify the task number to 

view results of a previously completed job using command listed below: 

 % Find the old job 

j = c.findJob(‘ID’, 9); 

% Retrieve the state of the job 

j.State 

% Fetch the results 

j.fetchOutputs{:}; 

% If necessary, retrieve output/error log file 

c.getDebugLog(j) 

 
 

 



Alternatively, to retrieve job results via a GUI, use the Job Monitor (Parallel > Monitor Jobs). 

 

 
 

For more details about batch, type “doc batch” 
 

 


